**Dragon Anywhere Group—mobilize your workforce with professional-grade dictation**

Empower mobile employees to complete detailed, accurate documents and reports, in the field or while visiting clients, with Nuance Dragon Anywhere Group—a cloud-based, professional-grade mobile dictation solution for enterprises of all sizes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Enhanced features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Enjoy fast, accurate professional-grade dictation, with no time or length limits | Speak as long as you want, capturing all of the details needed to complete detailed, accurate documents or form-based reports on iOS® and Android™ smartphones and tablets.  
  - Fast dictation and 99% high recognition accuracy that continually improves as it adapts to your voice |                   |
| Use the powerful voice-editing features many have come to enjoy from Dragon on the desktop | Now, it’s even easier to modify, edit, or format text using simple voice commands and customizations.  
  - Use the new Correction Menu to quickly correct spelling of words  
  - Edit words in their Spoken Form so that they are dictated the way you want them to appear each time  
  - Train words to teach Dragon exactly how you want words to appear each time you dictate |                   |
| Boost efficiency with powerful customization        | Customize words for accurate recognition of the specific industry terms, acronyms, proper nouns or personal preferences you use every day.  
  - Add words to your vocabulary to improve accuracy over time  
  - Automatically sync added words to your account so they’re available on your Dragon Anywhere device or on Dragon on the desktop |                   |
| Short cut steps with simple voice commands          | Define simple voice commands to short-cut repetitive processes, speed up document creation and boost your mobile productivity.  
  - Use auto-texts to insert your signature in a letter, a list in a quote or a standard clause  
  - Complete frequently used forms in record time by bringing up a stored template and dictating to fill in the information  
  - Use voice commands like "Next/Previous field" to navigate between fields for even faster form filling |                   |
## Feature Description

### Share your dictation with other devices or colleagues
Simply use your voice to email your document or save it to the Cloud.
- Email dictated text
- Share documents via popular cloud-sharing apps like Dropbox® or Evernote®
- Import documents from cloud storage
- Open dictated documents in MS Word (requires MS Word app to be installed on your device)

### Synchronize with your desktop for seamless productivity
Custom words and auto-text commands are automatically synchronized with your Dragon desktop so next time you log in, you can work seamlessly by voice anywhere you go.
- Switch between your desktop and Dragon Anywhere to complete documents
- Dictate on multiple mobile devices, provided you use your personal account to automatically synchronize all customizations

### Sync with Evernote and access your notes everywhere
All your dictated notes captured using Dragon Anywhere can be synchronized with Evernote. Your notes, documents and more are instantly available on all your devices and wherever you go.
- Import or copy notes into Dragon Anywhere so you can edit and dictate with your voice
- Powerful integration keeps your notes in sync and accessible wherever you are
- Access your content from any device

### Dictate a new document while simultaneously viewing a second app with multi-tasking support
Use multi-tasking capabilities in iOS 9+ and Android to dictate documents while simultaneously viewing a second app for dictation reference.
- Increase your productivity, and never miss important information, by introducing a second app in a split-screen while dictating with Dragon Anywhere

### Use the Text Export Size setting to specify font size
Enjoy added customization and specify the font size of text output to other apps via the Text Export Size setting.

### Enjoy centralized administration through the Nuance Management Center (NMC) for significant cost savings
Dragon Anywhere Group includes powerful management tools with the Nuance Management Center, a web-based environment that enables central administration at a user, group, site or organization-wide level.

### Enjoy volume discounts with our license program
As part of our Open License Program (OLP), benefit with multiple subscription purchases of Dragon Anywhere Group for your organization and move into higher discount tiers quickly, based on lifetime cumulative purchases.
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To learn more about Dragon Anywhere Group, call 1-866-748-9536 or visit: [www.nuance.com/dragon](http://www.nuance.com/dragon).
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### About Nuance Communications, Inc.
Nuance Communications is reinventing the relationship between people and technology. Through its voice and language offerings, the company is creating a more human conversation with the many devices, electronics, apps and services around us. Every day, millions of people and thousands of businesses experience Nuance through intelligent systems that can listen, understand, learn and adapt to your life and your work. For more information, please visit [www.nuance.com](http://www.nuance.com).
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